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Abstract—The advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) is a crucial component of the smart grid, replacing traditional analog devices with computerized smart meters. Smart meters have not only allowed for efficient management of many end-users, but also have made AMI an attractive target for remote exploits and local physical tampering with the end goal of stealing energy. While smart meters possess multiple sensors and data sources that can indicate energy theft, in practice, the individual methods exhibit many false positives. In this paper, we present AMIDS, an AMI intrusion detection system that uses information fusion to combine the sensors and consumption data from a smart meter to more accurately detect energy theft. AMIDS combines meter audit logs of physical and cyber events with consumption data to more accurately model and detect theft-related behavior. Our experimental results on normal and anomalous load profiles show that AMIDS can identify energy theft efforts with high accuracy. Furthermore, AMIDS correctly identified legitimate load profile changes that more elementary analyses classified as malicious.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE ADVANCED Metering Infrastructure (AMI) is changing the way electricity is measured, consumed, and even distributed. Digital smart meters remotely report not only fine-grained energy consumption data, but also logs of events indicating malfunctions, misconfigurations, and potential physical tampering. These monitoring capabilities, coupled with large-scale AMI data aggregation promise to significantly mitigate the problem of energy theft, an especially pervasive problem in developing countries.

However, the recent nation-wide AMI deployment effort has had quite an opposite effect by fueling concerns about new ways to steal power, e.g., through remote smart meter compromise. For instance, in 2009, the FBI reported a wide and organized energy theft attempt that may have cost up to 400 million dollars annually to a utility following an AMI deployment [1]. Indeed, AMI significantly increases the attack surface that utilities have to protect by introducing new cyber threats on physically-accessible devices [2]. Penetration testing efforts have shown vulnerabilities in smart meters that could lead to stealthy energy fraud. Additionally, remote meter reading eliminates the monthly visit by technicians to record consumptions and to visually inspect meters.

As a result, the need for an efficient monitoring solution to detect energy theft attempts in AMI has never been more critical. In this paper, we introduce AMIDS, an integrated cyber-physical intrusion detection system to identify malicious energy theft attempts. AMIDS differs from previous solutions by evaluating multiple AMI data sources under a combination of techniques to detect theft-related behavior while reducing false positives. In particular, AMIDS uses an attack graph based information fusion technique to conceptually combine collected evidences from three types of AMI-specific information sources: 1) cyber-side network- and host-based intrusion detection systems; 2) on-meter anti-tampering sensors; and 3) power measurement-based anomalous consumption detectors through nonintrusive load monitoring (NILM). The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

- We present an information fusion solution which makes use of an AMI-specific attack graph to identify energy theft attempts with minimum number of false positives.
- We leverage data mining techniques to identify energy theft through nonintrusive load monitoring. We designed two algorithms: a supervised approach that can identify individual appliance consumption and an unsupervised approach that learns by clustering load events.
- We build a realistic household load simulator that we used to evaluate the different individual detection techniques and the information fusion solution through the injection of realistic energy theft attacks.

II. RELATED WORK

A variety of techniques have been discovered and performed to steal energy, starting from customer homes and up to the utility billing system. At the level of customer homes, the most common techniques are to tap energy from a neighbor or from a feeder or to tamper with meters so that consumption values are not properly recorded or not correctly reported. Tampering with meters includes applying magnets to slow down electromagnetic meters or to even perturbate measurements from solid state meters, reversing or disconnecting meters, and hacking into the firmware of smart meters [4]. At the level of the grid, energy theft usually bypass meters by wiring heavy appliances (e.g., AC or heater unit) directly to the grid, or connecting their entire electric system to a feeder with a pirate transformer. Finally at the level of the utility, intentional or unintentional inaccuracy in the billing

1A meter in which the metrology is performed by solid-state components (as opposed to the mechanism used in more traditional electro-mechanical meters) [3].
system can cause important losses of energy revenue. Those inaccuracies are either unintentional (e.g., incorrect meter multiplier value to compute overall energy consumption from sample recording) or intentional (e.g., customers switching their meter with a vacant premise or corrupted employees altering billing records). It is important to also note that the addition of smart communication infrastructure to the grid can increase attack vectors. For example, it can become trivial for a customer to jam the radio frequency communication so that automated meter alarms can never reach the utility database.

Energy theft has been a problem for utilities since the beginning of energy billing. Addressing this issue has been one of the motivation to invest in AMI [2], [5]. Indeed, smart meters have been designed to detect and report tampering attempts and the fact that they are solid-state eliminates some attack techniques that were popular with traditional analog meters. Alarms from smart meters have the potential to identify meters being tilted, disconnected, reversed or even hacked into. In addition to individual meter alarms, utilities can detect energy theft with higher accuracy by leveraging the large scope and detailed resolution of AMI data to correlate events over time and across their entire customer base with additional information [6], [7]. For example, utilities can be alerted about typical symptoms of energy theft such as irregular outage notifications from a specific customer, or invalid consumption values from vacant premises. Moreover, detailed energy consumption profiles can be built over several months and change detection algorithms are applied to detect abnormal deviations (typically, a 20% threshold is used to trigger an alarm). Those profiles can be further normalized against customer profiles (e.g., residential or industrial) or geographical information system (GIS) so that outliers are easier to identify. Additionally, utilities can deploy meters on feeders or transformers to compare energy consumptions at the neighborhood level and at the level of individual meters. Mismatches between values reported that cannot be justified by technical losses are used to trigger alerts.

While the wide array of detection techniques brought by AMI seems to offer a comprehensive solution, the problem of energy theft remains a critical issue and utilities are now facing two new important challenges. First, smart meters are actually not tamper-proof and [4], [8] even demonstrate that the deployment of AMI introduces a significant set of new attack techniques to achieve energy theft. Those techniques include interrupting measurements, gaining privileged access to the meter firmware, tampering with the meter storage, and intercepting the meter communications to block or alter consumption values being reported. Second, alarms from the various energy theft detection techniques offered by AMI are highly prone to false positives (it is believed that up to 95% of tamper flags are erroneous [9]) and utilities now have the difficult new task of dealing with a deluge of data from which identifying energy theft has become a sophisticated data mining challenge.

Solutions to energy theft have also been introduced from academia over the past few years [10]. A popular approach has been to apply support-vector machine (SVM) to energy consumption profiles [11], [12]. This approach consists in training a SVM from a historical dataset and then testing the SVM on a different dataset to find irregularities or deviations in the customer energy consumption profile. [11] reports an accuracy of 98.4% based on a training set of 440 instances and a testing set of 220 customers. The same authors extended their approach in [13] to leverage a hybrid neural-network model and encoding technique in order to automatically set the numerous parameters required by the SVM model. [14] studies a different method by focusing on identifying problematic metering installations (e.g., due to misconfiguration, energy theft or failure) through a central observer meter deployed at each neighborhood. This approach consists in comparing overall energy use with individual customer meters using a model of N linearly independent equations. This model is solved using matrix inversion and recursive statistical methods (i.e., least squares). The main limitations of this approach are to rely on a set of assumptions that often do not hold, such as the linear independence of equations or the zero resistance of energy cables. [15] takes a radically different approach by using a harmonic generator to actively deteriorate appliances of customers who steal energy. The concept is to monitor consumption values from smart meters, identify suspicious non-technical losses, disconnect genuine customers, operate the harmonic generator for few seconds and then reconnect everyone. An important limitation of this solution is to require smart meters to be instrumented with harmonic sensors so that genuine appliances remains protected from the active probes. Moreover, if such sensor fails, damage to genuine customers could make the cost of false positives prohibitively high.

AMIDS. Besides theft detection techniques, AMIDS uses Non-intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM) to identify individual appliance behaviors from an aggregated net load profile. NILMs were first presented for residential use by Hart et al. [16]. This technique is essentially the same used by AMIDS. It uses transitions in the steady state load as indications that an appliance has either turned on or off. This model makes the reasonable assumption that most residential appliances will have steady power consumption during their operation, and that transient power signatures occurring when appliances first turn on are limited to brief instances. We make use of this technique by adopting another method used by Bergman et al. [17]. Here, a knapsack problem is solved to find the set of loads that most likely describes the current steady state load. We adapt this technique to instead, identify which loads may have contributed to a give edge transition. Additionally, we limit our search to at most three loads on a given transition. Additional NILM techniques that are useful for identifying space heaters [18] and energy saving appliances [19] may prove useful for future work.

### III. Threat Model

There are a variety of known techniques for energy theft that we assume an adversary may attempt against an AMIDS-equipped AMI deployment. At the level of customer homes, the most common techniques involve either tapping an external source such as a neighbor or distribution feeder, or meter tampering to inhibit proper recording of consumption. The latter may be done by applying magnets to interfere with instruments such as electromechanical rotors or solid state current transformers, or by reversing or disconnecting meters
from their sockets. At the grid level, energy thieves usually bypass meters by wiring power hungry appliances directly to the grid, or connecting their entire electric system to a feeder with a pirate transformer.

Moreover, the addition of network communication and smart devices to the grid has also brought new attack vectors. For example, it is trivial for a customer to jam meter wireless communications to suppress physical tampering alarms. Cyber attack techniques against AMI have been recently studied [4], [8] and include interrupting measurements, gaining privileged access to the meter firmware, tampering with the meter storage, and intercepting the meter communications to block or alter consumption values being reported.

To summarize, we classify energy theft techniques into three categories: 1) physical attacks, 2) cyber attacks, and 3) data attacks having an impact on power measurements. Note that attacks in the third categories are made possible through attacks from the first and second categories. The different attacks are detailed in Table I. The table is used in the following sections as a guide to ensure a comprehensive coverage of the threats from the described detection solutions. Moreover, we draw from these attack techniques to simulate attack scenarios in order to evaluate AMIDS.

### IV. INDIVIDUAL ENERGY THEFT DETECTION MECHANISMS

#### A. Physical Tampering Detection Solutions

Smart meters are already equipped with sensors to collect and log potential physical tampering events such as removal of the meter cover and physical bumping of the meter. However, a problem with some such alerts is the high rate of false positives. For example, a heavy truck passing near a meter can trigger the tilt alert [9]. Thus, we include such tamper detection sensors in our solution to detect physical attacks, but false positives are reduced by combining tampering alerts with additional data sources covered in the following two sections.

In other words, the overall false positive rate reduction in AMIDS is mainly because the alerts are correlated using an attack graph model (Section V). As a clarifying example, consider the case where a sensor alert is triggered indicating a malicious event that, according to the attack graph, requires several prior exploitations, and none of those exploitations has been reported by any sensor in the past. Using the attack graph-based attack analysis, AMIDS will most likely mark the triggered alert as a false positive and will not report any intrusion. We have further clarified this through our evaluations in Section VI. From our threat models described in Table I, meter tamper alerts provide the following observations. (O_1 through O_7 are in the following section.)

- **Observation O_1:** anti-tampering alert to detect A_p1
- **Observation O_2:** reverse rotation alert to detect A_p2
- **Observation O_3:** disconnect alert to detect A_p3
- **Observation O_4:** anti-tampering alert to detect A_p4

#### B. Cyber Intrusion Detection Systems

To address the challenge of detecting cyber attacks introduced by AMI, AMIDS leverages two complementary intrusion detection systems that can be implemented and deployed via firmware upgrade: 1) a remote cumulative attestation kernel (CAK) in meters [20], and 2) a specification-based network intrusion detection systems deployed on access points or dedicated sensors in the local neighborhood area network [21], [22]. A CAK is a lightweight solution for embedded systems such as meters, which records an unbroken sequence of application firmware upgrades. This audit log can be remotely queried by a verifier to detect firmware tampering, e.g., due to remote exploitation. The specification-based network intrusion detection system complements the firmware attestation system by monitoring communications among meters and access points from a network perspective. This IDS is deployed at the head-end or on dedicated sensors and works by analyzing traffic from the network to the application layers to ensure that devices are running in a secure state and their operations respect a specified security policy. Unlike traditional signature-based IDSEs that rely on a database of known attack signatures, the specification-based approach identifies malicious traffic by checking if communications respect a model of expected behavior. Such a model is defined according to the communication protocol (ANSI C12.22 and C12.19 in our case) and a set of constraints on the network operations authorized among meters and the collection engine. This white-listing approach leverages the deterministic nature of an AMI to provide highly accurate detection capabilities. Thus, if an adversary attempts to compromise a meter through the network, the malicious requests sent (e.g., a network scan or the delivery of a harmful payload) will deviate from the expected legitimate behavior and trigger an alert. A strength of this approach has also been to provide formal guarantees about the coverage of the detection. A mathematical prover was used to demonstrate that the intrusion detection checkers will detect any attack that violates the security policy. In practice, we developed a real prototype of the specification-based IDS and experimented in the TCIPG testbed with actual meters to make sure that legitimate traffic would not trigger false positive while attack attempts would be precisely identified.

### TABLE I

**ATTACKS CLASSIFIED BY THREE DETECTION TECHNIQUES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Attack technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Cyber</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_1</td>
<td>Compromise meters through remote network exploit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_2</td>
<td>Modify the firmware/storage on meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_3</td>
<td>Steal credentials to login to meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_4</td>
<td>Exhaust CPU/memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_5</td>
<td>Intercept/aller communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_6</td>
<td>Flood the NAN bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Physical</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_p1</td>
<td>Break into the meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_p2</td>
<td>Reverse the meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_p3</td>
<td>Disconnect the meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_p4</td>
<td>Physically extract the password</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_p5</td>
<td>Abuse optical port to gain access to meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_p6</td>
<td>Bypass meters to remove loads from measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Data</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_d1</td>
<td>Stop reporting entire consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_d2</td>
<td>Remove large appliances from measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_d3</td>
<td>Cut the report by a given percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_d4</td>
<td>After appliance load profile to hide large loads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_d5</td>
<td>Report zero consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_d6</td>
<td>Report negative consumption (act as a generator)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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This prototype consists of a C12.22 dissector and a stateful detection engine that applies pre-defined constraints (e.g., timing, frequency, ordered sequence of requests/replies, permissions on read/write operations) on packets being collected in the AMI.

In summary, the cyber intrusion detection system provides the following observation capabilities to cover attacks from the threat models described in Table I:

- Observation $O_1$: spec.-based network monitoring to detect $A_{c_1}$
- Observation $O_2$: remote firmware attestation to detect $A_{c_2}$
- Observation $O_3$: spec.-based monitoring and meter authentication logs to detect $A_{c_3}$
- Observation $O_4$: spec.-based monitoring and meter responsiveness to detect $A_{c_4}$
- Observation $O_5$: spec.-based monitoring to detect $A_{c_5}$
- Observation $O_6$: spec.-based monitoring to detect $A_{c_6}$
- Observation $O_7$: remote firmware attestation to detect $A_{p_5}$

C. Power Measurement-based Anomaly Detection

The third class of observations to detect theft-related behavior leverages the fine-grained load profile data available from smart meters. In particular, individual load profile events are analyzed to identify appliances being turned on and off. The results are used to create a usage profile for each household. These profiles will be used later to detect changes in household energy consumption patterns. In particular, we introduce two power measurement-based detection solutions based on supervised and unsupervised machine learning techniques. The algorithms are based on Naive Bayes learning that employs the method of maximum likelihood and is known to be one of the most effective and efficient classification algorithms in complex real-world situations.

We review the Naive Bayes algorithm briefly, and then discuss our two load-based energy theft detection solutions. Formally, the probability model for a classifier is a conditional model $Pr(C|F_1,F_2,\ldots,F_n)$ over a dependent class variable $C$ that takes on a binary value, 0 (legitimate power consumer) and 1 (anomalous power measurements). $F_i$ represents the $i$-th feature. Using a Bayes’ theorem, $\Pr(C|F_1,F_2,\ldots,F_n) = \frac{\Pr(C) \cdot \Pr(F_1,F_2,\ldots,F_n|C)}{\Pr(F_1,F_2,\ldots,F_n)}$ (1)
can be derived, and given the independence assumption, $\Pr(C|F_1,F_2,\ldots,F_n) = \frac{1}{Z} \Pr(C) \cdot \prod_{i=1}^{n} \Pr(F_i|C)$, (2)
where $Z$ is a constant scaling factor representing the evidence. Given the above probability model, the Bayesian classifier combines this model with a decision rule. In particular, the hypothesis with the maximum a posteriori is picked:

$C(f_1,f_2,\ldots,f_n) = \text{arg max}_{c \in \{0,1\}} \Pr(C = c) \cdot \prod_{i=1}^{n} \Pr(F_i = f_i|C = c)$. (3)

Supervised Anomaly Detection. The supervised technique labels each on or off edge in the load profile according to its appliance of origin. The algorithm then determines which appliances $a \in A$ are missing from power measurements, i.e., if the mode of theft bypassed some appliances around the meter. The algorithm has two learning phases. First, a database of appliance signatures is created and stored for use by a Non-Intrusive Load Monitor (NILM). The NILM uses this database to identify appliance usage in the home over time. Second, AMIDS learns the daily usage frequencies of each individual appliance using appliance data provided by the NILM. More specifically, the power consumption time series are analyzed and the (edges) $E = (e_0,e_1,\ldots,e_n)$ corresponding to on/off events are identified and recorded. Each edge magnitude represents one or more appliance events. Figure 1 shows 1) a sample power consumption time series of a single household generated by our implementation that simulated turn on/off incidents of 25 different home appliances, and 2) the identified edges within the same trace. The NILM works by solving the following binary integer programming problem to determine which devices contributed to a given edge.

$$\begin{align*}
\min_{x} & \quad B^T x \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad Q^T x \leq e_t + \delta \\
& \quad -Q^T x \leq -e_t + \delta \\
& \quad x \geq 0
\end{align*}$$

\text{where } B = [1,1,\ldots,1]_{2^{|A|} \times 1}; \quad Q = Q_p; -Q_p \text{ , in which } Q_p \text{ is an } |A|-\text{dimensional vector of power appliance consumption profiles, and } [a;b] \text{ represents the concatenation of the vectors } a \text{ and } b. \text{ This integer programming problem is solved to get the } 2 \cdot |A|-\text{dimensional binary vector } x, \text{ where an element represents whether its corresponding appliance contributed to the edge } e_t. \text{ Here, } \delta \text{ is a small threshold value to account for measurement noise. The objective of the optimization is to minimize number of incidents per edge. This is a reasonable assumption as many near-simultaneous appliance events are unlikely [16].}

Once the set of appliances contribution to each edge is identified, AMIDS learns based on the daily frequency of each appliance $f_a$. Thus, over an $n$-day learning phase, a usage
profile matrix
\[
U_{h_1} = \begin{pmatrix}
    f_{a_1,d_1} & f_{a_1,d_2} & \cdots & f_{a_1,d_{d_1}} \\
    f_{a_2,d_1} & f_{a_2,d_2} & \cdots & f_{a_2,d_{d_2}} \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    f_{a_{n_1},d_1} & f_{a_{n_1},d_2} & \cdots & f_{a_{n_1},d_{d_{n_1}}}
\end{pmatrix}
\] (5)

per household \(h_1\) is saved. Each column is then used to calculate the probability mass distribution \(P_{h_1, d_j}(v)\) \(v \in \mathbb{Z}\) that appliance \(a_j\) is used \(v\) times per day in household \(h_1\). This completes the profiling phase. Figure 2 shows our implementation results: 1) home appliance usage frequency reports of a single household over 20 days (each line represents a single day); and 2) the empirical probability mass distribution of the microwave usage frequency per day.

The calculated profiles (distributions) are used for anomaly detection purposes with the Bayesian classifier. The objective is to mark a given day-long smart meter measurements as normal or anomalous based on that household’s profile. In particular, the prior class probability \(P(C)\) in Equation (3) can be obtained from existing energy theft data [23], and the conditional distributions are obtained from the learned profiles. Here, a features \(F_i\) is the daily usage frequency of appliance \(i\). Figure 2 shows our evaluation results for the supervised detection of anomalous power measurements. In particular, the first and second graphs show a normal trace for a single household over a day and the posterior distribution for individual appliances. As shown in the third and fourth graphs, a corrupted measurement trace leads to a significant reduction in the posterior distribution values (indicating that the reported measurements are less likely to be normal).

We note that the use of NILMs along side smart meters has raised privacy concerns [24]. Recent studies have shown that NILMs can reveal home occupant behaviors [25], [26]. While we defer the design of privacy-preserving protocols [27] for our scheme to future work, we mention a practical measure to mitigate leaks of most legitimate user’s consumption patterns. Fine grained data for usage by load-based detection schemes can be released only after physical or cyber tampering alarms have been raised.

**Unsupervised Anomaly Detection.** The unsupervised detector groups individual load events into clusters based on their real-power magnitude. Knowledge of the exact number or type of appliances is not assumed. This should not be confused with isolating each appliance to its own cluster. Instead, each cluster represents an equivalence class of appliances that all have similar real-power consumption. Thus, appliances with similar load sizes will be placed in the same cluster. As an example to give some intuition behind this approach, consider maliciously bypassing an HVAC unit around the meter. If only the net load is monitored, then this may not produce a significant enough change in load consumption to be noticeable. However, if the HVAC is in a cluster with only a few other large appliances, e.g., a furnace, then the net consumption and number of edge transitions in the load profile for this individual cluster will substantially differ if the HVAC is suddenly removed, i.e., it is indefinitely in the OFF state.

The unsupervised learning algorithm proceeds as follows. Edge detection is first used to extract a set of events \(\{f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n\}\) (positive or negative edges) from the load profile. As with the supervised algorithm, each edge represents an appliance on or off event. However, because no labels are given, it is not known which appliance the edge corresponds to. K-means clustering is then done based on individual event magnitudes, resulting in a set of clusters \(C\) with each individual cluster \(c = \{f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_{|c|}\}\) \(\forall c \in C\). Note that \(\bigcup_{c \in C} c = \{f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n\}\). Of course, the number of clusters \(|C|\) must be appropriate for the set of appliances in the given home. For example, a large number of clusters might
be inappropriate for an apartment with many small appliances with similar power consumptions. Thus, for a given set of input data, we repeatedly cluster the data using a different number of clusters each time. We then select the number of clusters that maximizes the average silhouette value, defined as follows.

\[
s = \frac{1}{|C|} \sum_{c \in C} \frac{1}{|f_c|} \sum_{f \in f_c} \frac{b(f) - a(f)}{\max\{b(f), a(f)\}}
\]

Here, \(b(f)\) is the Euclidean distance between \(f\) and all events in other clusters, and \(a(f)\) is the distance between \(f\) and all events in its own cluster. Given an optimal clustering, the upper and lower bounds on each cluster are found and used to bucket events during normal operation. Bayesian classification is then done over the distribution of bucketed data against the clustering of the training data.

An example clustering of three datasets is shown in Figure 3 with four clusters formed from each dataset. The three datasets are as follows. (1) The solid line shows the probability density function (pdf) of events per day in each of four clusters from training data. (2) The dashed line is the pdf of events in a clustering of the same scenario with an HV AC system that is 30% more efficient than the baseline. (3) The line with \\(\times\) marks has the HVAC bypassing the meter. As can be seen, the clustering of the malicious test case differs significantly from the baseline and legitimate test cases.

In summary, the power-measurement monitoring system provides the following observation capabilities to cover attacks from our threat models described in Table I:

- **Observation O12**: supervised and unsupervised anomaly systems to detect \(A_{ij6}\)
- **Observation O13**: utility-side report freq. checkers to detect \(A_{ij4}\)
- **Observation O14**: supervised anomaly system to detect \(A_{ij2}\)
- **Observation O15**: aggregated monthly changes to detect \(A_{ij3}\)
- **Observation O16**: supervised anomaly system to detect \(A_{ij4}\)

V. MULTI-SOURCE INFORMATION FUSION

Alerts from each of the security sensors discussed in Section IV indicate individual attack steps against AMI. However, as proved in practice, these sensors report fairly large numbers of false positives and sometimes miss intrusions; therefore, reporting energy theft solely based on individual alerts will result in many costly physical inspections. To improve the overall accuracy, AMIDS makes use of a novel model-based solution to correlate alerts and provides operators with contextual information. In particular, AMIDS leverages a set of common energy theft attack paths, i.e., the different ways that an energy theft attack could occur, to reduce false positives due to individual false alarms.

AMIDS uses an attack graph-based information fusion algorithm to combine evidence of on-going attacks from multiple sources. Figure 4 shows a simplified energy theft attack graph for a smart meter. The attack graph is a state-based directed graph which models various attack paths starting from the initial state \(s_0\) and continues until the goal of theft (state \(s_g\)) is reached. At each node, the security state of the smart meter is identified by the following two binary values. 1) The attacker’s current **privilege** in the meter: this captures what the attacker can do in the future, and is either none \(\emptyset\) or the administrator privilege \(M\). 2) The security **consequences** of attacker actions: this captures the set of actions the attacker has accomplished such as a modified meter firmware or exhausted CPU on the meter.

As shown in the figure, there are specific alerts and intrusion detection methods to identify each malicious action needed to proceed through the graph. Because these individual alerts are subject to false positives, AMIDS makes use of the attack graph to detect energy theft efforts by correlating alert sequences denoting a complete energy theft attack, i.e., a path from \(s_0\) to \(s_g\).
To perform information fusion online, AMIDS considers the attack graph as a hidden Markov model (HMM) [28] and the alerts triggered by different detection techniques as observables $o_t \in \mathcal{O}$. Formally, AMIDS considers each attack path as a discrete-time hidden Markov process, i.e., event sequence $Y = (y_0, y_1, \cdots, y_{n-1})$ of arbitrary lengths. $y_i = (s_i, o_i)$, where $s_i$ is an HMM state at the $i$th step of the attack and is unobserved, and the observation $o_i$ is the set of triggered intrusion detection alerts at that step. AMIDS’s main responsibility is to compute $Pr(s_t | o_{0:t})$, that is, the probability distribution over hidden states at each time instant given the HMM model and the past IDS alerts $o_{0:t} = (o_0, \cdots, o_t)$. In particular, AMIDS makes use of the forward-backward smoothing algorithm [28], which, in the first pass, calculates the probability of ending up in any particular HMM state given the first $k$ alerts in the sequence $Pr(s_k | o_{0:k})$. In the second pass, the algorithm computes a set of backward probabilities that provide the probability of receiving the remaining observations given any starting point $k$, i.e., $Pr(o_{k+1:t} | s_k)$. The two probability distributions can then be combined to obtain the distribution over states at any specific point in time given the entire observation sequence:

$$Pr(s_t | o_{0:t}) = Pr(s_t | o_{1:t}, o_{k+1:t}) \propto Pr(o_{k+1:t} | s_k) \cdot Pr(s_k | o_{1:k}),$$

(7)

where the last step follows from an application of Bayes’s rule and the conditional independence of $o_{k+1:t}$ and $o_{1:k}$ given $s_k$. Having solved the HMM’s smoothing problem for $Pr(s_t | o_{0:t})$, AMIDS probabilistically knows about the current state. Consequently, AMIDS picks the state with highest probability using the Most Likely State (MLS) technique [29] $s^* = \arg\max_s Pr(s_t | o_{0:t})$ and triggers the energy theft alert if $s^* = s_8$.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

A. Testbed

In order to realistically evaluate AMIDS, we leveraged our access to the smart meter testbed deployed by the Trustworthy Cyber Infrastructure for the Power Grid (TCIPG) center at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Indeed, testing the framework requires a working AMI network with access to frequent meter readings and C12.22 traffic sent during network operation. The meter reading is used for the energy data mining. While the C12.22 traffic is used for the specification-based IDS. The smart meter testbed deployed in the TCIPG center consists of Itron equipment. In particular, we used Itrons OpenWay CENTRON architecture with 22 Centron smart meters, 4 cell relays, and a collection engine. The collection engine connects to an Oracle database installed on a dedicated host.

Meters form a wireless mesh network to connect to the cell relay. The mesh network is established using a proprietary communication scheme as part of the OpenWay system. The meters are connected to two separate neighborhood networks. Each network has a cell relay connected over a gigabit network to the collection engine. Each meter is connected to a load box enclosure to which we can easily plug loads and supplies.

We are currently collecting meter readings every 5 minutes, and we programmed the meters to send alerts for every possible tampering event. We are sniffing the alerts at the collection engine and storing them with a timestamp. Moreover, we connected the specification-based IDS using a network tap between the collection engine and the cell relays.

B. Load Profile Datasets

1) Baseline: We generate realistic load profiles based on simulated residents and their electric device usage. Each scenario is assigned a device profile consisting of a set of appliances, electronic devices, lighting, and other household items drawing power. Profiles are then created for individual occupant types, e.g., that cook, do other chores or are nocturnal. These occupant types can be combined to simulate the usage patterns of common household arrangements.

Each device consists of a usage profile with the device’s power consumption as obtained from common device vendor websites. Each user profile then contains the times of day, number of uses, and durations of uses of each device. The
time of day and duration fields each have a time granularity of one minute, giving us minute level load profiles. Previous work has shown that refrigerators loads follow roughly a 70 minute cycle and power is only drawn for half of that duration [30]. The simulated refrigerators are assigned a cycle between 60 and 70 minutes to introduce some variation into the model.

Power usage for the water heater is generated as a simplified version of the model used in [31]. Heat loss due to hot water use for showering, miscellaneous hot water usage, and ambient temperature difference is considered to decrease the water temperature at a constant rate. This results in only negligible variations in the power usage compared to the previous model. The HVAC system is simulated using a pre-calculated load curve for a given temperate pattern. The compressor is then simulated to approximately meet the load curve.

2) Legitimate Changes: Two modifications are made to the baseline load profiles: legitimate, and malicious. In the legitimate load, the traces are perturbed probabilistically according to the legitimate usage profile model to reflect legitimate deviations from the baseline. It is noteworthy that AMIDS creates/learn legitimate profiles for every household. Ideally, AMIDS will not raise any alerts for legitimate traces. Those traces are: (Legit-Replace) the replacement of a large appliance with a version 30% more efficient, (Legit-Season) reduced usage of heating or cooling appliances due to seasonal changes, and (Legit-Occupant) modified use of all appliances due to occupancy change.

3) Malicious Changes: In the malicious scenarios, the traces are perturbed to reflect load changes caused by common energy theft scenarios. Ideally, AMIDS will raise an alert for each malicious trace. The three malicious cases are: (Mal-Bypass) the bypassing of a large appliance, e.g., HVAC, around the meter, (Mal-Disconnect) periodic disconnection of the meter resulting in zero usage, and (Mal-Reduction) a constant reduction in measured power, e.g., due to magnets or meter hacking.

We will evaluate accuracy of the individual proposed detection solutions and the integrated AMIDS approach on various normal (baseline) and anomalous usage profiles.

C. Integrated Intrusion Detection

We implemented the proposed HMM-based solution for the integrated energy theft detection, and evaluated its overall detection capability in dealing with sensor inaccuracies. In particular, AMIDS was tested against three complete and incomplete energy theft attack attempts (see Table II). The first attack was a 5-step energy theft attack which was reported by the intrusion detection sensors accurately (each step was reported by the corresponding sensor). Each row in Table II shows the posterior distribution over the attack graph’s state space. As expected, AMIDS can detect the energy theft attempt accurately, i.e., $P(s_t|observations) = 1$. During the second attack scenario (identical steps), some alerts were not triggered by the sensors, and hence AMIDS had to infer the steps based on the attack graph structure. As shown in the table, after the last step, AMIDS reports the energy theft attempt with 85% confidence. The last incomplete attack scenario which actually does not result in the goal state is not reported as a successful energy theft attempt with 87% confidence.

D. Accuracy

We now evaluate the accuracy of AMIDS under a number of attacks on a load profile for a single occupant apartment. We are particularly interested in the accuracy gains that can be made through information fusion of (i) cyber IDS alerts, (ii) physical tampering alerts, and (iii) load-based IDS alerts, as compared to the accuracy of the individual methods. Table III shows the results of running the individual IDSs as well as the combined HMM approach on a single-occupant dwelling. A check mark means that the correct action was taken, and an $\times$ indicates a false positive or false negative. A dash indicates that the experiment did not apply. As can be seen, the combined approach eliminates the false positives of the individual approaches. Alerting capabilities for the cyber and physical IDSes were validated experimentally on real meters in the TCIPG testbed [32]. In particular, we disconnected and reversed meters and checked that alerts were generated. We also collected a week of meter traffic in a mesh network of nine meters and made connection attempts towards meters using a rogue software client in order to test our implementation of the ANSI C12.22 specification-based IDS.

Of particular instances are the three Legit cases designed to cause false positives in the load-based approaches. Indeed, the unsupervised learning algorithm identified two as malicious behavior. The lack of any cyber or physical IDS alerts in these cases resolved these false positives in the combined approach.
An additional false negative by the supervised approach was also resolved. While additional field testing is necessary, these results show that the HMM approach used by AMIDS is an effective solution for combining smart meter data sources to identify energy theft behaviors.

We also evaluated the energy theft detection accuracy of the AMIDS’s HMM-based information fusion component using a Monte Carlo emulation of attacks. In particular, our implementations generated numerous attack paths that either accomplish successful energy theft or fail in completing the intrusion. We measured the accuracy of the “energy theft” alerts triggered by the HMM inference engine. Figure 5(a) shows the intrusion detection accuracy results for various false negative rate values of individual physical, cyber, or power sensors. For instance, as shown in the figure, when sensors individually miss every malicious incident with 0.25 probability, the energy theft attack paths, reported by AMIDS, match the actual paths traversed by the attacker 62% of the cases. Figure 5(b) shows similar results for sensors with various false positive rates. The results on both of the figures are averaged over 20 runs.

### E. Performance

We also conducted performance evaluation of how long two major AMIDS analysis phases take to complete. First, we measured the time requirements for learning phases for profiling different households’ electricity consumption patterns given the collected dataset of the smart meter measurements. Figure 6 illustrates the results for smart meter measurement datasets of different time interval lengths. For instance, if the dataset stores the reported power measurements for a month (43200 minutes), AMIDS takes approximately 44 seconds to complete the dataset parsing, analysis, and household consumption profiling procedures. As expected, the analysis time grows linearly with the meter measurement dataset size. Although the learning phase is performed as an offline onetime effort, it is still important to complete the learning phase sufficiently fast for each household especially if a single power utility server is in charge of performing the analyses for many meters. Second, we evaluated the run time operation of the HMM-based energy theft detection component in AMIDS. In particular, we generated random attack graphs with different sizes (number of vertices) and a single attack path for each of them. Each attack path’s length was equal to the graph’s size. Then, we measured how long the HMM-based inference algorithm takes to start and complete the analyses, i.e., to report the best attack path estimate given the sensor alert sequence for the corresponding attack path. Figure 7 shows
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**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection</th>
<th>Cyber</th>
<th>Physical</th>
<th>Data Modification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyber IDSs</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical IDSs</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervised</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIDS (HMM)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 5.** HMM-based Attack-Path Detection Accuracy for Various Sensor False Positive/Negative Rates

**Fig. 6.** Analysis Time Required (Y axis, in seconds) by the HMM-based Detection Approach to Process a Given Dataset Time Length (X axis, in $10^4$ minutes)
the results in minutes. It is important to note that, in practice, the energy theft detection analysis and current HMM state estimation are performed step by step every time a sensor alert is triggered, whereas the results in the figure show the time needed for analysis of the whole alert sequence for an attack path.

F. Real-world Testbed Deployment

We evaluated the testbed data using the unsupervised learning algorithm to check for tamper detection. Initially the first 12 hours of data shown in Figure 8 were used to build the clustering, making the large anomalous outages in the subsequent 12 hours detectable. To test the flexibility of the clustering algorithm to learn not just specific devices, but classes of devices, we used an additional week of data for one fridge and one computer to construct the clusters, and then cross checked them against outages in different devices of the same class. Once again, the outages were detected as the lack of events during the outage period caused the distribution of events over clusters to change substantially. Figure 9 shows the sequence of events in same time series. The energy theft detection algorithms further refined the event time series (Figure 9) to ignore the negligible events which are caused mainly by sensor noise.

We deployed the HMM-based information fusion and energy theft detection framework in our AMI testbed. The results are shown in Figure 10. In particular, the attack was composed of five individual steps, namely $s_1 = (\emptyset|\emptyset), s_{15} = (\emptyset|C_M), s_{16} = (M|C_M), s_{17} = (M|C_M, M), s_{18} = \text{Energy-Theft}$, according to our attack graph (Figure 4). During the experiments, we also got a false positive indication a physical tampering with the device, i.e., the state transition from the initial state to the state $s_2 = (\emptyset|T)$. Figure 10 shows how the HMM-based state estimation results evolve after each individual alert gets triggered. For instance, the first graph on the top illustrates the AMIDS’s belief about the system’s current state before the attack started, i.e., the system is in the initial state currently with probability 1 and any other state with probability 0. The alert regarding the state $s_2$ was triggered which resulted in the second graph from the top. Clearly, the probability of being in state $s_2$ increased. Once we received the state $s_{15}$’s alert, AMIDS updates the state estimation result accordingly, giving less weight to state $s_2$. Once the alerts indicating states $s_{16}, s_{17}, s_{18}$ are triggered, AMIDS uses the HMM’s smoothing implementation to infer the current state of the system probabilistically and accurately. As a case in point, after the energy theft attack was complete, AMIDS calculated the probability of being in state $s_{18}$ to be 0.87.

VII. Discussions

AMIDS employs alerts triggered by different types of AMI sensors as well as Markovian information fusion techniques to identify malicious energy theft efforts effectively. However, AMIDS’s large-scale deployment requires a few other capabilities and solutions to be in place. In the following, we review these requirements and limitations briefly. The in-depth analysis of those requirements and their corresponding solutions are out of this paper’s scope.

As one of the energy theft detection algorithms, AMIDS employs the power measurements to perform a non-intrusive load monitoring and obtain information about what home appliances are being used in a particular household. Traditionally, usage of the NILM techniques (the supervised learning-based detection in Section IV-C) in AMI infrastructures raise the concerns regarding customer privacy violations. The privacy violation concern in AMIDS can be addressed through two major techniques potentially. First, AMIDS can employ only the unsupervised learning-based techniques (Section IV-C) that do not distinguish individual home appliances by fingerprinting their electricity consumption signatures. Clearly, ignoring the extra information from the supervised solution will affect the energy theft detection accuracy of the AMIDS framework. Alternatively, as the more technical solution, AMIDS can make use of cryptographic privacy-preserving solutions using secure computation and homomorphic encryption techniques that are proposed in the recent AMI security literature, e.g., [33]. However, deployment of the cryptographic solutions using the existing algorithms would require strong computation capabilities.

Accurate detection of malicious energy theft efforts by misbehaving customers by AMIDS requires precise construction of the intrusion detection models and estimation of the involved parameter values. In AMIDS, the models are created either manually by the expert people or automatically by the machine learning solutions. Traditionally, the drawbacks and advantages of both of those solutions are known. Briefly, manual model creation will result in correct and accurate models (if a sufficient amount of time is spent); however, other than their scalability concerns, the manual techniques are not usually fast enough for change management and reconfigurations. On the other hand, automated machine learning-based model creation and parameter estimation methods, that is used in our current implementations, be design, require an attack-free environment during the learning phase when the values are learned. To address the abovementioned issue with the automated techniques, more frequent manual inspections by the power system engineers are needed to ensure that the learned profiles reflect the reality precisely.

Finally, before the AMIDS’s large-scale deployment, the following questions must be answered: where should the
AMIDS’s intrusion detection analysis engine(s) be deployed? The main three promising possibilities are at the smart meter level, at the neighborhood feeder level, and at the power utility level. Decision upon the deployment points require an in-depth trust and scalability analysis. In particular, from the power utility’s viewpoint, the last option, where the intrusion detection analyses are performed by the utility’s local servers, is the most trustworthy option; however, it can not scale up for large-scale deployments where analyses for many meters must be computed in a centralized manner. Deployment of the AMIDS engines in individual smart meters eliminates the scalability concern; however, smart meters reside in the potentially untrusted zone, i.e., within the households. Furthermore, on-meter AMIDS deployment will require improvements in the meters’ computational capabilities, and consequently their replacements, that may be costly in practice. Feeder-level deployment of the AMIDS engines provide a decent compromise for the abovementioned scalability-trust tradeoff, because it results in distributed intrusion detection analysis, and in the meanwhile, potentially malicious household owners can not tamper with the AMIDS analyses and energy theft detection reports.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented AMIDS, an integrated intrusion detection solution to identify malicious energy theft attempts in advanced metering infrastructures. AMIDS makes use of different information sources to gather sufficient amount of evidence about an on-going attack before marking an activity as a malicious energy theft. Our experimental results show that through an effective information fusion and using the correlation among the triggered alerts, AMIDS can detect various types of energy theft attempts accurately using individually inaccurate sensors.
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